
MATH 132, Spring 2006Computer Lab #1Numerial IntegrationDUE DATE: Tuesday, Feb. 28, in lass.The goal for this lab projet is to use Maple to ompute, ompare and visualize di�erent nu-merial tehniques for approximating de�nite integrals. The algorithms we have been studying areleft-hand and right-hand sums, the midpoint rule, the trapezoid rule and Simpson's rule. In this labyou will ompute the errors of eah method and determine the rate of improvement as the numberof subdivisions is inreased. Ultimately, you will identify whih numerial integration tehnique isthe most aurate and by how muh. This lab is intended to explore and supplement the materialin Setions 7.5 and 7.6 of the ourse text.It is required that you work in a group of two or three people. Any help you reeive froma soure other than your lab partner(s) should be aknowledged in your report. For example, atextbook, web site, another student, et. should all be appropriately referened. Please turn inone report per group, listing the names of the groups members at the top of your report. Be sureto answer all questions arefully and neatly, writing in omplete sentenes. You should type youranswers, leaving spae for mathematial alulations or graphs. You may also inlude alulationsand graphs in an appendix at the end of your report. There are only two graphs to be turned infor this report.Getting Started: Useful Maple Integration CommandsTo exeute some of the ommands needed for this lab, you must load three pakages whih omewith the urrent version of Maple. Typingwith(student): with(plots): with(Student[Calulus1℄):will load the pertinent pakages. These pakages ontain ommands for doing numerial inte-gration as well as the animation routines you will be running. Don't forget to load these pakagesevery time you work on the lab!Reall that left-hand and right-hand sums, the midpoint rule, the trapezoid rule and Simpson'srule are methods for approximating the signed area under the graph of f(x) over an interval [a; b℄.We �rst divide the interval [a; b℄ into n equal piees, (alled a partition), yielding n subintervalsof width �x = (b � a)=n. Then, we onstrut retangles (or trapezoids) over eah subinterval byhoosing a representative height determined by the funtion. For a left-hand sum, we evaluatethe funtion at the left endpoints of eah subinterval, while for a right-hand sum, we use the rightendpoints. For the midpoint rule we evaluate the funtion at the midpoint of eah subinterval, whilethe trapezoid rule averages the left and right-hand sums. (Reall from lass that this is idential to�nding the area under the trapezoid between the endpoints | hene the name!) Simpson's rule isa weighted estimate of the midpoint rule (2=3) and the trapezoid rule (1=3).In this lab, we will investigate the auray of a given numerial integration tehnique andompare methods to eah other, drawing some important onlusions. For the lab, de�ne the errorof an approximation to be Error = Atual value � Approximation1



We begin with a left-hand sum. Typingleftbox(x^2,x=1..2,12);will draw 12 retangles for a left-hand sum of f(x) = x2 over 1 � x � 2. Try it. Now draw 50retangles for the same funtion and same interval. Typingrightbox(x^2,x=1..2,10);draws the right-hand sum over the same interval but this time with 10 subintervals. To graph themidpoint rule, typemiddlebox(x^2,x=1..2,12);Notie that in this ase, part of eah retangle is above the urve and part is below, leading to abetter approximation than left-hand or right-hand sums.It would be nie to ompare the left-hand, right-hand and midpoint sums visually by plaingthem side by side eah other. This is easily done using the display and array ommands. Todisplay the three sums desribed above side by side, type the following:Lplot:=leftbox(x^2,x=1..2,12,title="Left-hand Sum"):Rplot:=rightbox(x^2,x=1..2,12,title="Right-hand Sum"):Mplot:=middlebox(x^2,x=1..2,12,title="Midpoint Rule"):display(array([Lplot,Rplot,Mplot℄));The title ommand lets you know whih graph is whih. Notie how your plot reveals that theleft-hand sum is an underestimate, the right-hand sum is an overestimate and the midpoint rulelooks pretty good.To evaluate these sums using one of our numerial tehniques, we an use the leftsum, rightsum,middlesum, trapezoid and simpson ommands. For example, typingevalf(leftsum(x^2,x=1..2,12));gives the value of the left-hand sum for f(x) = x2 over 1 � x � 2 with 12 retangles (subdivisions).If you want more retangles (and thus a more aurate answer), replae 12 with a larger value. Theevalf ommand (standing for \evaluate using oating-point arithmeti") is neessary to obtain anumerial answer. For alulating right-hand sums use the ommand rightsum with exatly thesame syntax. The other ommands are used in a similar fashion.Finally, we an numerially alulate a de�nite integral using the int ommand. This an alsobe used to do symboli integration as well. Maple has its own built in numerial and symboliintegrators for obtaining answers. For example, to �nd the value ofZ 21 x2 dxyou an type int(x^2,x=1..2); If you do not obtain a numerial expression after using theint ommand, then try using an evalf ommand to tell Maple that you want a numerial answeroutputted. For instane,evalf(int(sin(x^2),x=0..Pi)); 2



gives a numerial approximation to the integral of sin(x2) from x = 0 to x = �. Without the evalfommand, you would not obtain a numerial value. To symbolially alulate the integral of x2 yousimply type int(x^2,x).Exerises:1. The following questions involve the funtion f(x) = 4 � x2. Before exeuting the numerialalulations, type Digits:=20; whih will output a greater number of signi�ant digits inall of your omputations. Reall that we de�ne the error of an approximation to beError = Atual value � Approximation(a) Plot a graph of the left-hand sum, right-hand sum and midpoint rule side by side forf(x) = 4� x2 over the interval 0 � x � 2 with n = 12 subdivisions. Turn in your graph.You may need to use the mouse to streth the graph out to make a nier �gure.(b) Use the Fundamental Theorem of Calulus to ompute the exat area under f over theinterval 0 � x � 2. You may hek your answer with Maple.() Use Maple to alulate the left-hand and right-hand sums for f(x) = 4 � x2 over theinterval 0 � x � 2 using n = 2; 20; 200 and 2000 subdivisions. At eah stage omputethe error with the value obtained in part (b). You an easily use Maple to ompute theerror. Make a table of your values and the orresponding errors.(d) Use Maple to alulate the midpoint and trapezoid rules for f(x) = 4 � x2 over theinterval 0 � x � 2 using n = 2; 20; 200 and 2000 subdivisions. At eah stage omputethe error with the value obtained in part (b). You an easily use Maple to ompute theerror. Make a table of your values and the orresponding errors.(e) Use Maple to alulate Simpson's rule for f(x) = 4 � x2 over the interval 0 � x � 2using n = 2; 20; 200 and 2000 subdivisions. What do you notie? What is the error?Experiment by inreasing the number of digits preision to 50 and 100.(f) For the left-hand, right-hand, midpoint and trapezoid rules, disuss the improvement ineah method as the number of subintervals inreases. In other words, for eah method,inreasing n by a fator of 10, dereases the error by a fator of how muh? How manydeimal plaes of auray are gained when n is inreased by a fator of 10?(g) Compare the error of the midpoint rule and trapezoid rule. Whih method is moreaurate and by what fator? Your answer motivates the de�nition of Simpson's rule.2. The following questions involve the integralZ 1�1 sin(2x2 + 1) dx(a) Use the int and evalf ommands to numerially approximate the integral using Maple.Note that this integral is impossible to do other than through numerial tehniques, sothis answer is the best we an hope for.(b) Use Maple to alulate the left-hand and right-hand sums for this integral using n =2; 20; 200 and 2000 subdivisions. At eah stage ompute the error with the value obtainedin part (a). Make a table of your values and the orresponding errors.3



() Use Maple to alulate the midpoint and trapezoid rules for this integral using n =2; 20; 200 and 2000 subdivisions. At eah stage ompute the error with the value obtainedin part (a). Make a table of your values and the orresponding errors.(d) Use Maple to alulate the integral with Simpson's rule using n = 2; 20; 200; 2000 sub-divisions. At eah stage ompute the error with the value obtained in part (a). Make atable of your values and the orresponding errors.(e) For all �ve numerial tehniques, disuss the improvement in eah method as the numberof subintervals inreases. In other words, for eah method, inreasing n by a fator of10, dereases the error by a fator of how muh? How many deimal plaes of aurayare gained when n is inreased by a fator of 10? Whih method is the most e�etive?(f) Compare the error of the midpoint rule and trapezoid rule. Whih method is moreaurate and by what fator? Are there any di�erenes with your answer to 1(g)?3. One fun and informative feature of the student Calulus1 pakage is the ability to animateRiemann Sums. As the number of retangles inreases, the area under the urve is betterapproximated. The following ommand is an example of how to visualize this improvementfor f(x) = e�x2 on the interval 1 � x � 2 for 6 di�erent partitions. The �rst partition yousee should have 4 retangles and should be a right-hand sum. Carefully typeApproximateInt(exp(-x^2),1..2, output = animation, iterations = 6,method = right, partition = 4, subpartition = all, refinement = halve);To run the animation, use the mouse to lik on the plot. On the toolbar at the top of thesreen should appear a DVD-like panel from whih you an play the animation. The doublearrow ommands ontrol the speed of the animation (you may wish to slow it down). Thearrow with a vertial bar next to it will play one frame at a time. Notie how the area estimateimproves with eah iteration.How many subdivisions are there at eah iteration of the animation? (ie. what are the n-values in eah ase?) Print out and turn in the plot whih is obtained after running theanimation through one (this should be the graph with the best approximation).4. The veloity of a spaeship in km/hr is given byv(t) = 104:2 t3 e�0:15 t2where t � 0 is measured in hours. Use Maple to alulate the distane the ship travels in the�rst 12 hours of its journey. How far does the ship travel in the next 12 hours? Explain howyou obtained your answers.
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